PREFACE
own interest in t'1e work of Chinese mathematicians arises from their significant
contributions to the qualitative theory of ordinary differential
rm"rl1'!'ltlIP

systems.

and, in particular, of plane

Chinese mathematics covers a very wide range. This is hardly

since III qUlU'ter of the world's population is Chinese. It is

that during the

next quarter centUT'j the importance of Chinese mathematics will inC-Tease greatly,

n'''''.1l!):,H

a number of Chirlese mathem,aticians read English they may prefer to ",nile in
is more difficult th3n reading or because they give the home m3fket

Chinese, either because

priority, Thus an ability to read Chinese math,ematical papers will become increasingly useful.
Unfortlmately the Chinese language presents special difficulties to a Western reader - even
consulting a

The accompanying Word Lists and Index of characters are

is a

like myself, who have neither the time nor the

intended to alleviate these difficulties for

caYJaCliy to undertake a U1V'UJ.!J;:H study of the language.
The Word Lists contain around 1800 compound characters, together with their pinyin
detennine their

and English translations. These differ widely

at, always,
mathematical papers. TIley are listed

holomorphic), but could all be encountered in
to some common fea1:Ure
prepositions, time,

in their meanings

It is believed that

will be more quickly memorised in this way than

wit.l:l the ""O''''UIClClJl!J random order of a cl1c:tlonmy Moreover, in the case of technical terms, those in
the same list will more u"yu,~",.[,;y occur in the same paper. It vvill be observed that I have given
some preference to my own matl'lematical interests. Those with different interests can easily
§UL)pl\~mlent

the lists here wi.th their own specialised vocabulary

picking Ollt the appropriate

IVlathematics

words from the

Publishing House,

My intention has been to show tllt'; way, rather than to be encYI~lopaleru.c,
cOlm~iound

characters have been chosen to introduce a broad range of

si~;nijficllXlt

situations. l11ere is no attempt to be

the same

characters in

and there may be other ways

chm'acters are

as far as possible,

character need not be the initial.
"u·",,,,,,,,,,,,", over the lUrailgement in a

dic:tionru"iJ since quite often the less common character appears fIrst in a compound. Simple
characters usually have several different meanings, even if
their own. For those
relevant

cannot express these meanings on

chlU'acters which head a group of compound characters the most

are given here. For other meanings and other simple characters a dlc:tionruy

should be consulted. Our aim is to be a supplement, rather than a substitute, for a dictionary.

